
Perhaps the single most critical
question in regulating signage is
how “sign” is defined.  It is
rarely given the serious thought
it deserves.  It is critical to
remember that the sign code is
subject to the Intermediate
Scrutiny standard of judicial
review because it deals with
speech, something most sign
code drafters fail to recognize.  

Consider the following two sep-
arate examples of sign defini-
tions:

Street graphic: A lettered,
numbered, symbolic, pictorial,
or illuminated visual display
designed to identify, announce,
direct, or inform that is visible
from a public right-of-way. 

(The authors use the term
“street graphic” rather than
“sign” because it “is an inclu-
sive term and the definitions

included in street graphics
ordinances vary consider-
ably.”)  The authors offer the
following alternative defini-
tion, used in Bridgeton,
Missouri:

Any character, letter, figure,
symbol, design model or
device or combination of these
used to attract attention or
convey a message and which
is visible to any area outside a
building.  The term includes
banners, pennants, streamers,
moving mechanisms, and
lights.
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Sign. Any device, fixture,
placard, painting, or structure
that uses any color, form,
graphic, illumination, symbol
or writing to advertise,
announce the purpose of, or

identify the purpose of a per-
son or entity, or to communi-
cate information of any kind to
the public.  This definition
shall include product dis-
pensers where applicable.

Model Sign Ordinance:
with Commentary

Eric Damian Kelly,
Ph.D., FAICP

It is challenging to understand
what these definitions mean.  In
reviewing the second definition,
literally everything, including a
gravestone or even a well-
dressed person, could be consid-
ered a “sign.”  

Some justify broadly-written
sign definitions in order to pre-
vent one sign user from seeking
to gain an advantage over other
users by maneuvering around
the sign code’s definitions
through any number of “atten-
tion-getting” devices.  The
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Some justify broadly-written
sign definitions in order to
prevent one sign user from
seeking to gain an advantage
over other users by maneu-
vering around the sign code’s
definitions through any num-
ber of “attention-getting”
devices, including flags, bal-
loons, pennants, flashing
lights, merchandise displays,
and other temporary signs.  
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itself.  I think it is not a sign
...” 

These two cases show the level
of confusion that exists over
where to draw the line in defin-
ing a sign.  Does “sign”
include stacks of tires arranged
in front of a tire store or bunch-
es of flowers in front of a
florist’s shop?  Does it include
decorative painting or etching on
a business’s windows?  Does it
include sculptures or other
embellishments attached to the
building?  Does
it include the
building itself?  

Most sign codes
define “sign” in
such a way that
signature build-
ings and site

design fit the definition, but offi-
cials do not treat them as sig-
nage.  The primary reason for
this typically is that the local
government wants to avoid liti-

gation.  Large and
mid-sized corpora-
tions commonly use
signature buildings.
But independant
merchants who
would try to get the
same amount of sig-
nage may find

themselves subject to enforce-
ment of the code and, there-
fore, become a victim of code
discrimination.   

Governing officials ought to
first ask two questions:
“What is it that we are trying
to regulate?” and “What do
we NOT want to regulate?”  A
pictorial checklist can be very

helpful.  The next chapter details
the various types of signs and
may provide a useful guide for
this process.  

A number of questions will come
up during this process.  Will the
city allow a face change on a
sign when no structural change
has occurred?  Will maintenance
of legal nonconforming signs be
allowed without requiring the
sign to come into conformance

Some communities
have struggled
over whether com-
pany vehicles are
“signs” when they
are parked, and
whether they are
still “signs” once
they are driving on
the street.

examples are legion:  businesses
with immense US flags on
extremely high poles; car deal-
ers with hundreds of balloons,
pennants, and whirligigs; flash-
ing lights; merchandise displays
near the curb; and a multiplicty
of temporary and/or window
signs, to name a few.

Two well-known business-
owned sculptures highlight the
importance – and inherent diffi-
culty – of defining a “sign.”
One is Providence, Rhode

Island’s famous big blue bug,
“Nibbles Woodaway,” a two-ton,
58 foot long fiberglass termite.
Nibbles, perched atop New
England Pest Control’s roof,
was originally built to attract
attention to the company.  But
he soon took on a life of his
own.  Nibbles has become an
icon in the state, much to the
dismay of other local extermina-
tors.  Is Nibbles a sign or a pub-
lic sculpture?  A city zoning
inspector in 2001 cited New
England Pest Control for violat-

ing the sign code after Nibbles
was posed with a giant cup of a
prominent brand of lemonade.
The reason:  it constituted off-
premise advertising, since the
lemonade was not available on
site.  The Mayor had to step in
and issue a “Stay of
Extermination.”

Another such case involves an
eight-foot-tall fiberglass rooster
in front of Lake Plaza in Rocky
Mount, Virginia.  The chicken
was erected in April, 2001 to
call attention to the miniature
golf course in the back of the
plaza.  In May, the county
Department of Planning and
Community Development noti-
fied the rooster’s owner that it
violated the sign ordinance, and
subsequently the Board of
Zoning Appeals ordered it
removed.  The owner argued in
court, however, that the rooster
did not signify anything other
than that it was a rooster.  He
argued that if the rooster was a
sign, then automobiles parked
next to the road on a car lot are
also signs because they repre-
sent what is being sold.  By
October, 2001, a Franklin
County Circuit Court judge had
ruled that the rooster could stay.
He said the sign ordinance
defines a sign as an outdoor
visual communication device to
bring the subject thereof to the
attention of the public.  In his
ruling, he said, “I don’t see how
you can read the ordinance to
say it brought attention busi-
nesses or anything other than

When is a Sun Screen a Sign?

Several cities have attempted to bar the use of sun screens
in rented vehicles when the sun screens contain printed
advertisements for the company that owns the vehicles.
For example, these sun screens might say, “Trucks for rent,
$19.95 per day.”  

This is a good example of the kind of problem created
through the definitions section of a sign code.  Is it a “sign”
subject to regulation if it is located inside a private vehicle?
Is it still a “sign” if it has a humorous saying?  What if it dis-
plays artwork without text?  If a sun screen is a “sign,” then
is a bumper sticker also a “sign” subject to regulation?
What about the large advertisements wrapped around so
many public buses?  What makes a printed sun screen less
aesthetically attractive or useful than the lettering stenciled
on the side of a delivery truck?

These questions highlight an underlying bias in these cities’
sign codes.  When speech is limited simply because it per-
tains to the proposal of a commercial transaction, it is cen-
sorship, and it demonstrates a bias against the market-
place.  In the view of the Court, the content of a sign has no
bearing on whether or not a negative impact on the public
safety, health, and welfare has occurred.  Sign codes must
be content-neutral, and the principle of equal protection
would indicate that the commercial message on the sun
screen could only be banned if sun screens were them-
selves determined to be unsafe or contrary to the public
welfare.
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In 2001, a judge in Virginia
ruled that this rooster was not
a sign.



bonuses to businesses that added
a reader board to their signs and
waived their rights to use tem-
porary signs.  

Each decision as to what to reg-
ulate and what not to regulate
should be subjected to a form of
benefit-cost analysis and
weighed against the purpose,

scope and intent laid out by the
elected officials.  How well the
regulations accomplish their
purpose will, to a large extent,
depend upon how precisely the
definitions themselves are 
crafted.
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with the current code?
How can exempt signs be
distinguished from those
subjected to regulation –
without referring to con-
tent?

Officials should also spend
some time examining the
“problems” the code is
attempting to solve so that
the code addresses them
constructively.  One good
idea is to send someone
out to photograph the
“problem” signs, as well
as the signs that are not
“problems.”  What makes
one acceptable and the
other unacceptable?  Is it
purely content (often cities
do not mind weekend
garage sale signs in the
public right-of-way, but
are offended by the “work
at home” or “lose 30
pounds in 30 days” signs)?
Is it placement (blocking
pedestrian access or driver
views)?  Is it quantity or
quality of the signs on
individual properties?  Is it
maintenance?  Is it a mat-
ter of personal aesthetic
tastes (some city officials
dislike pole signs, while
others dislike monument
signs)?

For each “problem” the
question should be asked,
“Why is this problem occur-
ring?”  For example, if a city is
seeing a large number of tempo-
rary signs displayed on its local
businesses, it may be because
their permanent signs are not
able to meet their needs.
Perhaps the addition of a reader

board or electronic message cen-
ter could allow the businesses to
communicate changing mes-
sages and eliminate the need for
the multiple other signs.
Another possibility is that the
city’s size or height limitations
have reduced the effectiveness
of the signs.  The use of A-

frame signs on sidewalks often
is linked to poor visibility of the
businesses using them.  

In Barberton, Ohio, officials rec-
ognized that one of their goals
was to limit the use of tempo-
rary signs.  In order to accom-
plish their goal, they offered
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One question a city must ask itself in the definitions process is
whether it will allow a face change on a sign when no structural
change has occurred.

What is a Sign?

Signage is a complex, interactive place-based communication and graphic system that
can be a stand-alone device, but can also be an intricately coordinated total building
system that is part of a commercial communication network, and it is designed to
enhance modern living by satisfying the consumer, often through the utilization of
economies of scale.  

In a nutshell, a “sign” is any outdoor visual communication device or system designed to
be seen from an outdoor location and used for the purpose of conveying a message, or
for advertising or identifying any establishment, product, good or service.


